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Sensei Dixon’s 3rd book in the series Goju Budo presents
step by step instruction and terrific graphics of Goju Ryu’s
signature powerful Sanchin Kata, and it’s counterpart,
Tensho form. These two forms introduce the concept of
internal energy and the dynamic power that is the heart 
of Goju Ryu.
These Kata carry a powerful message in their yin yang 
concept within which we can find new understanding 
to that we can apply in every area of our lives.
As inspiration to the beginner, or reinforcement and new
insight to veteran karateka the concepts presented in 
this book will continue to serve and inspire you in your 
practice at the dojo, in your daily life, and in your 
aspirations for the future.

J Kortright Shodan
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This 4th book in Sensei Dixon’s series on Goju Budo is a 
continuation of his instruction in the system.  These more 
senior kata are shown in great detail.  The demonstration
 of the use of the moves in more than one application give
 the reader insight into the possibilities of the form.

The additional philosophical, historical, and training 
information is invaluable to students of all levels.  These 
books are an excellent addition and augmentation to ones 
notes and training books.

Mark DeQuetteville Fourth Degree
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Volume 5 of the CMAC Goju-Budo series is a 
landmark volume.  It provides instructors and 
students of varying levels with an immense wealth 
of knowledge that stimulates the mind, refreshes 
and energizes the soul and inspires all to continue 
on this incredible journey in the Martial Arts. 
Sensei Dixon intrigues us with the Bunkai and 
gives us greater understanding and insight into 
the hidden movements and self defences of the 
Kata. 

- Sensei Tammy Thankachen (CMAC Oku Damashi)
~

Sensei Dixon's series is a growing record of the 
evolution of Canadian Karate-do. They are not just 
text-books on kata, application and theory, but 
they also reflect the refinement and skill all those 
who set forth on the path of Martial Arts should 
aspire to. His books mark the dawn of an exciting 
time, "the rise of Canadian Budo", and illuminate 
the contributions made to martial arts by one of 
Canada's living icons, Sensei W.M.Platt. 

- Sensei J.R.P. Bassels (CMAC Yume Da Po)
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Dojo closed for all Long Weekends ALWAYS

CMAC BEACHES DOJO
IS NOW ON FACEBOOKGrading Highlights

CMAC Black Belt grading coming up October 23 in Burloak

Kimochi
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Sensei’s NoteBeaches Newsletter Grading Results  
September 24 2016

Yellow Belt 
Sidney Scott
Oscar Alexandre
Lane Scott
Daryn Hill

Orange Belt 
Olivia Sykes
David Sykes
Lori Ann Walker

Red Belt 
Mila Vrba

Green Belt 
Rashidullah Shinwari
Zarah Shinwari

Purple Belt 
Fin Donald
Max Tomlinson

Next Grading 
October 23 2016

Thought without action is a dream, action without thought a nightmare.

PRIDE and I’m not talking Gay.  I’m talking about really manly pride, the kind of 
pride where you don’t go up to a girl and say “Give me some Money!”.

So I’m at Timmies the other day for my 4 o’clock fix and some boy asks ney 
demands some money from this girl waiting for her order.  I listen to the banter 
back and forth and this boy was rude.  So I just figured it was her brother or 
something like that.  He goes over and stands in line and she goes and gives 
him $.35 cents and the boy says “Thirty Five Cents?!” with some attitude.  No, 
“thank you” or anything nice to say, just attitude.

Anyway she comes back over to where I was waiting in line for my coffee and 
grabs her drink, I say to her “Is that your brother?”  she said “NO”.  I just looked at 
him and said “Wow!” grabbed my coffee and left shacking my head.

What has happened to us?  Men used to have pride, guys wouldn’t shake down 
girls for money, maybe little wimpy guys in the school yard that had no back-
bone or fighting skills.  But not girls.  What’s next robbing old ladies?  Oh right 
that is actually happening now.  There used to be boundaries, now it just seems 
like anybody is a target.  

There was a little old lady getting car jacked in her own driveway when her son 
caught them and beat them down with a baseball bat, then when the cops 
came, the son was charged.  When the law protects the criminals more than the 
victims, we have a problem.  The law are suppose to keep us safe, not punish us 
for saving old ladies.  No pride, no honour.

Could this be an effect of not spanking when they were young?  When I was 
young you know I got spanked a few times, the last time dad broke a board on 
my butt, that left an impression for sure.  I was no angel you can be sure, but I 
never bullied kids, shook kids down for lunch money.  I was a bit of a handful in 
classes I didn’t like, and maybe there were a few windows on the wrong end of 
my sling shot but, I paid for it in the End, believe me.

There is no cause and effect lessons being taught these days, kids have the run 
of the house and parents would rather give them what they want instead of 
taking the time to educate them on how they should behave.  I always have 
kids trying to test the limits in the dojo, if they don’t smarten up within a given 
time frame I kick them out.  Sure I’m giving up on them, but you simply aren’t 
paying me enough to fix them.  Now if you wanted to pay more maybe.  But 
kicking out the odd problem child helps to keep everyone else in line.  It works 
like a charm in fact, I’ve had kids on the verge of the brink and boom I kick out 
their buddy and all of a sudden that pain in my neck just did a complete 180.

Parents spend some time with your kids and explain to them the importance 
of pride and honour, they are representing you after all.
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BEACHES EVENTS 
October
10 Thanksgiving Long 
 wkend Dojo closed
22 Kyu Belt Grading
23 Black Belt Grading
31 Halloween

November
11 Remembrance Day
26 Kyu Belt Grading

Spot the type O - feel the reverse punch.  A Zen Riddle

22 Push Ups for 22 Days Challenge
Maybe you’ve heard of it, it’s a challenge to do 22 push ups per day for 22 days 
or donate $22 to different organizations out there that help soldiers dealing 
with PTSD.  An average of 22 vets a day commit suicide because of PTSD, they 
may have survived the battles of war, but were killed by their own hands due to 
PTSD.

Do whatever you can to help our troops, as they have made a huge sacrifice for 
country and honour.
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A wise man once said ... nothing.

Bullies...We don’t need no stinken Bullies
Bullies what are they good for?  Haha for me they’re 
good for business.  Just joking....kinda.

When I was a kid three guys would pick on me after 
school.  It went on for maybe 2 days before I decided 
I was going to beat the heck out of these guys if 
it happens again.  Guess what it happened again, 
I was really good at fighting back, the first two had 
no clue what was happening and the last guy got 
the worst of it, I didn’t want to stop.

I had an easy time in public school after that, well 
one kid tried to stab me in the eye with a pencil, 
he went to the principal’s office.  Then came High 
school, I think it was the first week some kid with red 
hair came after me, then High school was smooth 
sailing.  I had a great time in the army we used to 
fight amongst ourselves all the time, you no just for 
fun but we were establishing some kind of brother-
hood.  After the army, it was the dojo life for me.

Violence is just apart of who we are.  It would be 
great if it wasn’t but if people can take advantage of 
you they will.  I don’t fight at the drop of a hat any-
more, but I’m not that slow in getting my hands up.

It’s important to know how to win, so you need to have all the angles covered, fight smart.  Since everything goes 
to court these days, you need a good lawyer.  You need lots of money in the bank to pay said lawyer.  You need to 
understand the rules of engagement.  You need to know where the cameras are.  You to be in the right.

You must know your opponent, fighting guys that have nothing lose is tricky because they don’t care and that 
makes reasoning with them difficult so it’s going be fist-o-cuffs 9 out of 10, be ready.  Most guys with a life, a wife, 
good job, house, things, usually don’t pick fights or get involved in vengeance because they have too much to 
lose.  Which is by the way another form of control.

I can keep a handle on it for the most part but there are days, I’ll give you a chance to be nice and turn your 
attitude around but if you keep coming I’ll get you.  There was a guy in his sport truck one day who had a prob-
lem with me and my bike and started being a real mouthy jerk but wouldn’t stop insulting me, so here was 
my response “Blah Blah Blah YOU WANT TO FIGHT OR WHAT!” he made a move like he was gonna pull over so I 
rushed right at him said one more thing to him in a way that made him twitch and he drove away, I chased just 
long enough to cool down and make a choice - Left to highway and freedom or right and jail.  I at the last second 
took the highway.  Sometimes it’s hard to make the right call like that, but you have to do the right thing.  He was 
just a loud mouth jerk that had some issues, his home life is probably falling apart because he picks fights he 
can’t win, and he feels strong and confident in his truck.
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Black Belt Gradings 2016

People are all concerned about the planet we are leaving for our children. 
How about being concerned with the children we are leaving the planet with?

The Turtle Cavalry

February  28 Kobudo Grant Tisdall & Geoffery Bus-
bridge 4th Dan Alex Bethke 2nd Dan Kobudo

June  19  Jacquline Kortright, Busbridge  4th Tai Chi, 
Jessica Young 1st Dan Karate,  Cosima 1st Tai Chi

Oct 23    Busbridge & Kortright 4th Dan Karate, Sean 
Delany 3 TC, Zach Marshall, Vojka, May, Sava  & An-
drew Chan  2nd Karate, Allan Tonner 1st dan Karate, 
Moussa Kobudo 1st dan 

Earthways Tree 
Service

Need some tree work done 
around the house?  

Give Earthways Tree Service a 
call and they will take care of 
everything 647 544 8733.

Yes it really is turtles on top of croco-
diles.  I shouldn’t even be talking about 
this top secret project that has been 
going on in Costa Rica since the begin-
ning of June 2014.  But the results are in 
and I have to tell ya, it’s unbelievable.

It turns out that turtles and crocodiles 
have a very good working relationship, 
and a common goal, that is to seek out 
and destroy evil that lurks in the water.  
You see the turtle actually works as sat-
ellite disc, sonar and look out, the croc 
is manly transport and fury.  Both are 
heavily armored and fortified, and very 
hard to kill. 

Back in 2015 when I was part of the 
project I suggested laser beams on top 
the crocs head’s but they said it was a 
ridiculous idea, I then  decided to leave 
the project due to their pig headed-
ness.

I know what you’re thinking...who 
dreams this stuff up and who would 
sign up for this?  It’s Costa  Rica, they 
are protected by the CIA, and don’t 
really need to justify their ideas or the 
huge amount of funding that went into 
this project.  Don’t even get me started 
with the Alaskan polar bear and snow 
owl experiment.  Maybe another time.
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If your anger goes forth withhold your fist. If your fist goes forth withhold your anger.

Klink axes and game on!

Here is literally a page out of 
one of my books.  #4

I’m not sure exactly when it 
happened, but it definately 
happened. 

It is both a blessing and a curse.  
There was a time when nothing 
bothered me, life death, it’s all 
the same and I know that, but 
it was one funeral that I went 
to and everything changed.   I 
was deeply effected, and ever 
since then funerals have been 
a rough go for me, even people 
I don’t hardly know get me.

So here’s the thing; I know 
death is not terrible, sure there 
are terrible ways to die but 
death itself can’t be that bad, 
we all do it sooner or later, then 
all your problems are over.  No 
more bills, taxes or suffering.  
Then I realized that I pick up 
on peoples intense feelings, 
so I’ve been targeting my feel-
ings in meditation.

 At a funeral I feel intense sad-
ness from everyone who’s 
there.  In a fight I know when 
people are about to strike, be-
cause I can feel it, in my line of 
work that helps a lot. 

The 22 challenge has actually 
help me think about this part 
of my character that was really 
starting to upset me in more 
ways than one.  Kimochi, it’s a 
really thing, you get it through 
partner training, sparring 
and meditation, it might just 
change your life.
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What is the purpose of life?  Living it.

From a Parent

Dojo Hours

Monday Teen Karate 5-6pm Tai Chi 6:15-7:15pm  Adult Karate 7:30-8:30pm

Tuesday 4-7 year old Karate 5-5:45pm Kobudo 6:15-7:15pm Adult Karate 7:30-8:30pm

Wednesday 8-11 year old Karate 5-6pm Tai Chi 6:15-7:15pm  Adult Karate 7:30-8:30pm

Thursday Teen Karate 5-6pm Kobudo 6:15-7:15pm Adult Karate 7:30-8:30pm

Saturday Tai Chi 8:30-9:30am 4-7yr. 9:45-10:30am 8-11yr. 10:45-11:45am Adults 12-1pm

          Saturday Kobudo 1:15-2:15

One of my friends asked “Why do you pay so much for your 
kids to do Martial Arts?”  Well I have to a confession to make,  
I don’t pay for kids Martial Arts. Personally, I could care less 
about Martial arts.

So, if I am not paying for Martial Arts, what am I paying for?

I pay for those moments when my kids become so tired they 
want to quite but don’t.  When they get home from school 
and are too tired to practise but do anyway.  I pay for the 
discipline, the work ethic and team building, the goal set-
ting and accomplishments. I pay for my kids to learn that it 
takes hours and hours and hours of hard work to be a cham-
pion, that success does not happen over night.  I pay for the 
opportunity that my kids may have and will have to make 
life-long friendships, they will learn about health and how 
to take care of themselves.  I pay so that my kids can be in a 
dojo instead of in front of a screen.  

I could go on but, to be short, I don’t pay for the Martial Arts, 
I pay for the opportunities that the Martial arts provide my 
kids with, to develop attributes that will serve them well 
throughout their lives and give them the opportunity to 
bless the lives of others. From what I have seen so far I think 
it is a great investment.

Q.  How long does it take for the average 
person to earn a Black Belt?

A.  The average person doesn’t earn a 
Black Belt.
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Focus is like the sun and magnifying glass.

September Kyu Belt Grading


